Abstract. In the paper, we present an empirical evaluation of five feature selection methods: ReliefF, random forest feature selector, sequential forward selection, sequential backward selection, and Gini index. Among the evaluated methods, the random forest feature selector has not yet been widely compared to the other methods. In our evaluation, we test how the implemented feature selection can affect (i.e. improve) the accuracy of six different classifiers by performing feature selection. The results show that ReliefF and random forest enabled the classifiers to achieve the highest increase in classification accuracy on the average while reducing the number of unnecessary attributes. The achieved conclusions can advise the machine learning users which classifier and feature selection method to use to optimize the classification accuracy, which may be important especially in risk-sensitive applications of Machine Learning (e.g. medicine, business decisions, control applications) as well as in the aim to reduce costs of collecting, processing and storage of unnecessary data.
Introduction
Feature selection represents a significant research area in the fields of data mining and machine learning. Quite often data sets contain a large number of features with different qualities, which can influence the performance of the entire learning framework. Namely, noisy features of bad quality can decrease the classifier's performance. Nevertheless, if the performance does not decrease, the costs of collecting, processing and storage of the features, which do not yield to the learning process and consume unnecessary resources, are unnecessary and may be expensive. Although the problem of measuring information gains of each feature with respect to the target class poses itself as simple, selecting good features represents a difficult problem in practice. Namely, although an individual feature can show no correlation to a class, the dependency may become strong when the feature is interacted with other features. To find a best subset of n features in an arbitrary data set we would therefore have to evaluate all possible 2 n subsets, which can, however, become computationally expensive even for a reasonably small n. This challenge therefore called for different heuristic-based methods to be applied to this problem, which are focused on searching only a part of this large space and finding an approximate solution.
Suppose we are given a typical problem in which we aim at optimizing a performance of a particular classifier by removing a number of features of which presence hinders the classification accuracy. A typical approach to this task could be by computing weights for the available features and select only those with weight above a particular threshold. However, such a procedure would require the knowledge of which values are appropriate to be used as the thresholds to avoid either disregarding too many relevant features or considering too many irrelevant ones. In addition, the optimality of a chosen feature subset may be valid for one classification algorithm and not for the other, which means that the optimal threshold may vary from the classifier to classifier.
In this paper, we experiment with an alternative approach, which iteratively removes one by one feature of the worst estimated quality. In each iteration it utilizes a particular classifier model, which therefore plays an active role in the procedure, to compute its accuracy. After performing all iterations, we choose a feature set, which enables the classifier to achieve its maximum classification accuracy on the training data. In our evaluation, we focus on discovering which feature selection method is the most successful, i.e. can enable the classifier to achieve its highest accuracy by removing the highest number of irrelevant features.
Note, that the computational cost of iteratively removing one feature at a time is higher than the cost of removing multiple features in one step at once. However, the latter approach has a disadvantage that it requires defining a threshold for the attributes' quality or other target criteria for the feature selection process. In this work we wish to avoid such additional parameters and focus on iteratively removing one feature at a time, following the success of the procedure by observing the accuracy of the used classifier.
In our experimental part, we present an empirical evaluation of five different methods for the feature selection: ReliefF, random forest feature selector, sequential forward selection, sequential backward selection, and Gini index. Among these feature selection methods, comparison of random forest feature selection to other approaches presents a novelty, since practically no such empirical comparisons have been performed in the related work yet. Based on the results, we rank the evaluated methods according to that criteria which indicates their potential for the blind usage in practice, when little is known about the problem domain and appropriate feature quality thresholds. In our experimental work we make and test the hypothesis that the random forest feature selector on average outperforms other feature selection methods. We base this hypothesis on an expectation that the random forest performs as well in feature selection as it performs well as classifier.
The paper is organized as follows. A brief overview of similar publications and the related work is given in Section 2. Methods of feature selection, used in this paper, are described in Section 3. The testing environment, evaluation procedure and experimental results are described in Section 4, followed by Section 5 in which we conclude the paper with some general reflection and ideas for our further work.
Related work
In the broader context, feature selection, as well as feature transformation, is in fact a dimensionality reduction approach. Methods for feature selection can be categorized into two classes. The first class consists of methods which return a quality estimate for each feature and the second class consists of methods that aim at selecting a subset of good quality features. Despite that the former can always be transformed to the latter by selecting only features above pre-defined threshold value, the transformation in the other direction is not always possible.
The feature selection methods can be also divided to filters, wrappers and embedded methods [5, 13] . The first are defined as the estimation functions and used as a preprocessing step to estimate quality of given features. Wrapper methods explore feature quality by moving through a feature subset space and observing impact of selected feature set to a particular classification method which therefore acts as a black box (frequently used wrapped classifiers are k nearest neighbors, decision trees, support vector machines etc.) Third group, the embedded methods, are an integral part of particular learning algorithms (e.g. boosting, random forests) and are derived from the properties of the underlying learning algorithm.
In the related work, many categorizations and comparisons of the feature selection methods have already been performed. Published research in this field focuses mostly on the development of new feature selection methods, theoretical and empirical comparisons of feature selection approaches and practical applications of such methods. In this section we present this related work, categorized according to their main contributions. In the following Section 3, we briefly describe the feature selection approaches, on which we focus in this paper.
Comparisons of feature selection methods
The majority of research publications in this area is focused mostly on the wrapper methods. E.g., Ferri et al. [11] compare wrapper methods, sequential forward selection (SFS), sequential floating forward selection (SFFS) and genetic algorithms (GA) for high dimensional feature selection. Their goal was to determine how the properties of the evaluated methods change when presented with a problems of various difficulty magnitudes. According to their research, the SFFS method gives good results even for high dimensional problems. GA approach performs better in some cases, but due to its stochastic nature the results may be in some cases worse. This motivated the authors to construct a composite feature selection method, which combines the best aspects of both methods.
Similarly, Hall and Holmes [15] compared the information gain, ReliefF, PCA, correlation-based feature selection, consistency-based feature evaluation and a modified SFS algorithm, when used with C4.5 and Naive Bayes classifiers. Authors make a general conclusion that the feature selection is beneficial for boosting the performance of the learning algorithms. They also notice that there is no single algorithm that would perform best in all situations. Similar findings are presented by Kudo and Sklansky [23] who compare a wider set of feature selection methods among which we find SFS, SFFS, sequential backward selection (SBS) and GA with the focus on the medium and large scale problems. They conclude that each method has its advantages/problems and propose a unified way of comparing a variety of feature selection methods. The same authors [24] later also compared two types of classifier-independent feature selection methods and proposed a two-stage feature selection. The latter has an advantage of having the performance boost due to more complex feature evaluations that can be employed in the second stage.
John et al. [19] explore the formal definition of feature relevance and perform several experiments with wrapper feature selection methods and a variation of ReliefF filter feature selection method. One of their conclusions is that the wrapper methods are superior to the filter selection methods because they use a separate evaluation function whose bias can differ from the classifier used to evaluate the final set.
Surveys of the feature selection fields
With the aim to provide a field survey, Blum and Langley [5] reviewed the feature selection algorithms, focusing on the two key issues: the problem of relevant features selection and the problem of relevant examples selection. Focusing mostly on the wrapper methods, Kohavi and John [20] similarly explored the relation between optimal feature subset selection and the relevance of individual features. They point out two problems of present with the wrapper methods: overfitting and high computational overhead.
Besides performing an extensive review of the feature selection method, Dash and Liu [9] also systematically described the steps to performing the feature selection (subset generation, subset evaluation, stopping criterion, validation), categorized and theoretically evaluated the advantages and disadvantages of specific methods. In one of the recent papers, Liu and Yu [27] provided a survey of the existing feature selection methods for classification and clustering. They proposed a categorization framework for the feature selection methods based on various characteristics of the methods that reveals not yet attempted combinations and provides guidelines for selecting the optimal feature selection method for certain task.
One of the fundamental works in the area of feature selection is the work of Liu and Motoda [26] which introduces the basic concepts and principles, state-of-the-art algorithms, and novel applications of this tool.
Practical applications
Most of the related work focuses on a specific domain and on an application of the feature selection methods within that domain. Examples of such applications are:
-In text classification, where one of the main problems is the high feature space dimensionality, Yang and Pedersen [32] evaluate myopic metrics such as document frequency, information gain, mutual information and χ 2 estimate. Their findings suggest that information gain and χ 2 estimate have the most favorable performance and that they are the most aggressive in terms of feature removal without losing accuracy of the final prediction. -In automatic music classification, Grimaldi et al. [12] have compared feature quality metrics such as information gain (IG), gain ratio (GR) and PCA (Principle Component Analysis) algorithm. They conclude that PCA performs better than IG and GR using the k nearest neighbors classifier as a benchmark measure. -In a medical domain, Liu et al. [25] present a comparative study of six feature selection methods based on entropy, correlation and χ 2 and t statistics. They compare classification performances of two classifiers: (1) classifier built using 20 randomly selected features from the original dataset and (2) classifiers built using features selected by various feature selection methods. The authors conclude that the performance is much higher in cases when the feature selection methods are used. They also evaluate how frequently the features are selected by different feature selection methods and conclude that the most of the discriminatory features are identified by all methods. -Aha and Bankert [1, 2] evaluate filter and wrapper feature selection methods for a cloud classification task from high level features. Their conclusions are that feature selection improves accuracy in their target domain, that SBS does not always outperform SFS and that the beam search extensions of wrapper feature selection methods can indeed improve the accuracy of the result. -Jain and Zongker [17] evaluated several wrapper methods in selecting the optimal set of features for the satellite images classification, showing that SFFS achieves the best performance. -Sayes et al. [30] provide an overview of the appropriate feature selection and feature extraction methods to be used in the field of bioinformatics, where the problems of high dimensionality and small number of examples frequently appear in practice. They conclude that, even though univariate feature selection methods seem to be predominantly used in this domain, multivariate feature selection methods are also becoming recognized as a promising line of future work. -Jeffery et al. [18] present a comparison study of feature selection methods applied to the problem of identification of differentially expressed genes in microarray data. The authors report better performance results of the most feature selection methods with datasets that had low levels of noise and large number of examples.
In the past, several competitions and challenges in the field of feature selections were organized to promote research and creation of novel algorithms, as well. One of such events was the NIPS 2003 Feature Selection Challenge [14] , of which goal was to create an optimal feature selection method for the five given problems.
While most of the previous observations confirm that there is indeed no universally optimal feature selection method that would be generically applicable, have reasonable computational demands and give the best subset of features for a given task, there is nevertheless a need for evaluation of feature selection methods. From such tests, we can learn about their strengths and weaknesses, when to use a certain method and what do we have to keep in mind when using it.
Despite that there exists a wide range of feature selection methods, some of which are intended to be applied in very specialized problem areas (e.g. gene analysis [18] ), in our work we focused on general methods, which are widely used in machine learning [3, 22] . In the following section, we provide the description of the methods evaluated in our work.
Evaluated feature selection methods
As noted from the previous section, a significant part of the related work was focused on the comparisons and empirical evaluation of various feature selection methods. However, very little work was performed in analyzing the random forest feature evaluator and performing its comparisons with other standard methods. In this paper we therefore focus on comparing the following five methods for feature selection: ReliefF, random forest, sequential backward selection, sequential forward selection and Gini index. In the next subsections, we provide the summarized descriptions of these methods.
ReliefF
The ReliefF [21] method for feature selection in classification problems is an extension of the basic Relief algorithm which works only with the two-class problems to the multiple-class problems. ReliefF algorithm aims at estimating the quality of features according to how well their values separate the instances according to their distance in the problem space [29] . Given a randomly selected instances, the algorithm searches for the k nearest neighbors from the same class and k nearest neighbors from each of the other possible classes. Based on which class do the neighbors belong to, the algorithm updates the feature quality information by increasing its value if the feature separates instances with different classes well and by decreasing its value in the opposite scenario. The process of random instance selection is repeated for several times, where the number of iterations is pre-chosen by the user. The main property of the ReliefF algorithm is that the quality estimation of a single feature implicitly depends on the context of other features, meaning that the method detects their interaction as well [22] . The pseudocode of the described algorithm is given below as Algorithm 1.
Random forest
Random forest [6] is generally recognized as a classifier. However, due to its capability to estimate the importance of the features, it can also be applied as a feature quality estimator and selector (by applying a threshold to the feature quality estimates).
Random forest classifier works by building a set of decision trees where a single tree node growing is done using a limited set of randomly chosen features. Since it includes many trees, this set is called for IM ∈ Mt do 8:
//increase feature weight 10:
end for 11:
end for 12: end for 13: end for a forest. Typically, the number of considered features is loga + 1 where a represents the size initial set of features, and the typical size of the forest includes 100 trees. When classifying an example, each tree returns its decision as a vote and an overall decision is determined by aggregating votes (averaging, considering the majority decision).
The idea of using random forest for feature quality estimation is based on the difference between classifier performance on the original data set and the performance on the modified data set in which the algorithm randomly permutes values of the observed feature between examples (see an example of this modification in Fig. 1) . By measuring the performance before and after the described modification for each tree in the forest, the algorithm combines these differences into an importance estimate.
Given a difference of the performance for tree i, denoted by d i we compute the final importance estimate for the feature A j as I(
, n denotes the number of elements in the dataset and SD d i denotes the example standard deviation of d i .
Sequential backward selection (SBS)
Sequential backward selection (also called backward elimination) belongs to the group of the wrapper methods [19] . The term wrapper means that the method utilizes a particular learning method to evaluate Fig. 2 . Illustration of two steps of SBS subset selection algorithm. The algorithm starts with all a features and sequentially removes a single feature and tests the performance of this modified dataset using a wrapped classifier. Feature, which removal increases the accuracy the most (or decreases it the least) is added to the set and the process is repeated by attempting to remove another feature from the a − 1 remaining ones.
possible feature subsets based on the performance results of that particular learner (the model is therefore used as a parameter of the approach).
The SBS method performs a greedy space searching technique. Starting by measuring performance on the original (unchanged) data set it proceeds by measuring the classification performance using classifiers which are induced on the data sets in which a single feature was omitted. Finally, the least significant feature is detected as the one which caused the lowest drop or the highest gain in the classifier's performance. This feature is afterwards omitted from the data set and the procedure is recursively repeated until the minimal required number of features remains or a certain stopping criteria is reached. This principle is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
In our experiments, we selected the decision trees to be used as the wrapped method and estimated its performance using 10-fold cross-validation.
Sequential forward selection (SFS)
The main difference between sequential forward selection (SFS) and SBS method is the direction of search [19] . In contrast to SBS, SFS starts with an empty data set and proceeds by expanding the data set with the feature, of which addition to the data set boosts the wrapped model performance most. See Fig. 3 for an illustration of the principle. The algorithm adds features in such manner recursively until the stopping criteria is met (e.g. when any of the available features fail to boost the model performance above a certain threshold level). Measurements have shown that SBS in general performs better than SFS, since SBS is more sensitive to correlated features [1] .
In our work, we use the decision trees as a wrapped method and estimated its performance using 10-fold cross-validation. Fig. 3 . Illustration of the two steps comprising the SFS subset selection algorithm. The algorithm starts with no features and sequentially adds a single feature from a available features. After testing the classifier performance, resulting by adding each available feature, it finally select the feature of which inclusion increases the accuracy the most. This feature is afterwards added to the set and is carried into the next iterations. The process is repeated by attempting to add another feature from the a − 1 remaining ones, until the chosen stopping criterion is met.
Gini index
Gini index [7] is a feature selection method, which observes the decrease of impurity yielded by the use of a particular feature. Measuring the magnitude of feature-class correlation, it is known to be myopic in terms of not considering other features when evaluating a certain feature. When evaluating features with strong correlation, its results may be misleading, since it can assign a very low scores to a subset of features that only give a good prediction when combined together. However, due to its low computational requirements, Gini index is frequently used for estimating feature quality in high dimensional domains, where the number of features incurs less manageable computational complexity of the more powerful feature selection methods.
Gini index is derived from the decrease of impurity where a prior and posterior impurity estimation is approximated using the Gini coefficient (this coefficient is defined using a sum of squared class probabilities). Gini index for a feature A is defined as:
where p ·j denotes the probability that feature A takes value j, p k|j probability that a random example from the dataset belongs to class k, its feature A having value j. Symbol p k denotes the probability that a random example from the dataset belongs to class k. Gini index is known for estimating the feature quality well for the discrete features. When estimating the numerical features, one must first discretize them. Applying Gini index directly to a numerical feature may result in overestimating their quality. 
Experimental results

Testing environment
We performed testing using 20 benchmark data sets, which are briefly described in Table 1 . The majority of the data sets listed in the table was acquired from the publicly accessible UCI Machine Learning Repository [4] , some of them are artificial.
Data pre-processing
Since some of the evaluated learning methods (neural networks, k nearest neighbors and support vector machines) cannot handle discrete features, the data was preprocessed by transforming each discrete feature into a set of binary features: each discrete feature A with the set of values {v 0 , v 1 . . . , v n } was transformed to n numerical binary features A 1 , . . . , A n , where A i = 1 (and A j = 0 for j = 1, . . . , n; j = i) denotes that the value of the original feature was A = v i (A i = 0 for i = 1, . . . , n denotes that A = v 0 ). Some data sets also included missing values. We preprocessed these data sets by replacing missing values of numerical features with the mean feature value and the missing values of discrete feature with the most frequent feature value.
Feature selection and learning algorithms
In our experimental work, we evaluated the performance of five feature selection methods (see Section 3) when used in conjunction with six classification algorithms. We implemented our experiments using statistical package R [16] . The following implementations of the feature selection methods were used:
-ReliefF: An implementation of the function relief in R in the package dprep. The chosen parameters were: the number of repetitions was 10, number of randomly selected examples was 1000 and the threshold was 0.01.
-Random forest:
Implementation from the randomForest library, used with default parameters (500 trees in a forest). The parameter importance was set to true in order for the function to compute the importance weights of the features. -SFS: A custom implementation of the SFS algorithm was used, based on the function sfs1 from the package dprep which performs a single forward selection step. We used the decision trees as the wrapped learning algorithm. -SBF: A custom implementation of the SBS algorithm was used, based on the function sbs1 from the package dprep to perform a single backward selection step. We used the decision tree as the wrapped learning algorithm. -Gini index: A custom implementation of Gini Index [7] defined as the classical impurity measure was used, with no special parameters. Numerical features were discretized using the minimum entropy criterion with the minimum description length (MDL) as a stopping rule.
We evaluated the above feature selection methods when used with the following classifiers:
-Decision trees [7] : implementation from the package for recursive partitioning rpart was used, information gain was used as the splitting criterion, the trees were unpruned, -Random forest [6] : implementation from the R package randomForest was used. The number of trees in a forest was set to 500. -Support Vector Machines [31] : a LIBSVM [8] implementation from the R package e1071 was used. SVM algorithms were used for C-classification with a radial basis function (RBF) kernel, the cost parameter was set to C = 1 and the kernel parameter to γ = 1/f where f is the number of features in the data set. -Artificial neural networks [28] : three-layered perceptron from package nnet with n = √ f × c neurons in the hidden layer (f is the number of features and c is the number of classes). -Naive Bayes: implementation from the R package e1071 was used, no explicit parameters. -k nearest neighbors: algorithm from the package class with number of neighbors set to k = 3.
Experimental evaluation and results
The goal of our experimental evaluation was to rank the feature selection methods by their effectiveness, which we measure by how the removal of poor quality features (as estimated differently by each particular feature selection method) influences the performance of various classifiers. The testing was performed iteratively by estimating the quality of the features, at each step removing the feature of the worst estimated quality, and re-computing the classifiers' performance on the reduced data set using the 10-fold cross validation. For each experiment, we recorded the highest classification accuracy in this feature removal sequence along with the accompanying number of features.
To achieve the unbiasedness of the testing, we separated 20% of randomly selected examples from the original data set as the final testing examples, prior to performing the above search for the best performing set of features on the remaining 80% of the examples. These independent examples were used to evaluate the performance of the classifier on the reduced feature set, which was also the final result for the evaluated classifier/feature selector/domain combination. In this way, the testing data was separated from the feature set selection algorithm, making the result less biased according to the used classifier algorithms. Note that it was not feasible to evaluate the final classification accuracy using the cross-validation approach, since the best performing set of features in each training fold may be different. Measuring the performance on the multiple subsets would therefore make our final result unclear. This testing procedure is shown as the pseudocode in Fig. 2. A change in the classification accuracy was afterwards statistically evaluated to conclude whether the change in the classifier's performance was statistically significant. For the evaluation of the change in the accuracies McNemar's nonparametric statistical test was used which allows comparing binomial outcomes (prediction for an example is the same / prediction has changed) between two paired groups of examples. Using the McNemar's test we test the null hypothesis that the classification accuracy has not changed against the alternative hypothesis that the compared accuracies are significantly different. The changes with significance level α 0.05 were considered as significant. for each F Sj from FS do 9:
Perf ← measure performance of CS k on DS The summarized results are shown in Table 2 and the detailed results in Table 5 in the Appendix. By analyzing the average achieved results of individual feature selection methods (which were altogether tested in 120 experiments = 20 domains × 6 classifiers) we can see that the ReliefF performed best in terms of the highest number of experiments with the significant increase of the classification accuracy (22 experiments) and the lowest number of experiments with the significant decrease of the accuracy (3 experiments). These results are followed by the performance of random forest feature selector (increase of the accuracy in 21 experiments and decrease in 6 experiments). Gini index performed the worst with only 13 experiments with the increase of classification accuracy and 27 of experiments with the decrease of classification accuracy. We can also see that random forest feature selector achieved its results by keeping the lowest average percentage of original features (48%).
The results, averaged for each of the tested classifiers in the summary row at the bottom of the table (each classifier was tested in 100 experiments = 20 domains × 5 feature selection methods), show that the accuracies of kNN and Neural network classifier were improved the most by feature selection in our evaluation procedure. Using the former, significant increase in classification accuracy was achieved in 30 experiments, and using the latter in 25 experiments. The results for these two classifiers also show that the significant increases of classification accuracy were achieved by reducing the unnecessary features Table 2 The summarized results for combinations of tested feature selection methods (rows) and classifier algorithms (columns). The data in the the most (on average, 58% of features remained in the experiments in which kNN was used, and 57% remained in the experiments in which Neural network was used). By analyzing the individual results, we can see that the best testing performance was achieved by using ReliefF as the feature selector for the kNN classifier (classification accuracy increased in 8 (out of 20) experiments, the highest accuracy was achieved by keeping 60% of features on the average). This may come as expected since both, ReliefF and kNN, are locality-based methods (ReliefF estimates reward such features which better optimize local learning, which therefore gives an advantage to the kNN learner). These results were followed by the kNN/random forest combination (classification accuracy increased in 7 experiments, 43% of the features remained on the average).
It is interesting to note, that on the average with both, feature selection methods and the classifiers, the best classification accuracies were mostly achieved by reducing the number of the features the most. This could be interpreted that some of the feature selection methods (i.e. ReliefF and random forest) are in fact more successful than the others since they better differentiate better and worse features. In our experiments, this enabled the classifiers to achieve higher classification accuracy by iteratively disregarding the features of the lowest estimated quality.
Statistical evaluation
In the introduction we stated the hypothesis that the random forest feature selector on average outperforms other feature selection methods. We based this hypothesis on an expectation that the random forest performs as well in feature selection as it performs well as a classifier. To test this hypothesis and evaluate other statistical differences in performance of tested classifiers and feature selection methods at the same time, we performed the Friedman statistical test and post-hoc Nemenyi tests on the achieved summarized results [10] .
We presented the results in Table 2 using the two different criteria: (1) the achieved classifier's performance and (2) the number of the remaining attributes in the best performing dataset. Note, that both of these goals may be conflicting and may not be possible to optimize simultaneously. To consider and evaluate success of both goals, one could in practice combine them into a joint performance measure, assigning importance weights to each of the goals. However, since the classifiers are generally evaluated by their accuracies, we focus only on analyzing the success of that goal and leave the data about the In the statistical evaluation, we compare the achieved scores among classifiers and feature selection methods, as follows.
Using the Friedman test we tested the null hypothesis stating that all classifiers and feature selection methods perform equally (have statistically equal performance scores) against the alternative contrary hypothesis. The results of the tests showed that:
-the Friedman statistic for equality of classifiers' perfomance equals 20.96 and has the p-value of 0.00083, -the Friedman statistic for equality of feature selectors' perfomance equals 19.11 and has the p-value of 0.00075.
These results therefore reject both null hypotheses and indicate that the differences exist in the performance of classifiers as well as feature selection methods. To analyze the performance differences in greater detail, we performed the post-hoc Nemenyi test. The p-values of the performance comparisons between pairs of feature selection methods and pairs of classifiers are shown in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively. By combining the information from Table 2 and the p-values of the Nemenyi test we can summarize that:
-ReliefF and random forest feature selection methods achieved significantly better score compared to Gini index (p-value of the test for the former performance is 0.016 and p-value of the test for the latter is 0.035), -kNN classifier achieved significantly better score than decision tree and random forest classifier (p-value of the test for the former is 0.012 and p-value of the test for the latter is 0.025).
Based on the above, we can conclude that our hypothesis about the superior performance of the random forest feature selector can be only partially confirmed, in terms of having significantly better performance only over Gini index (the same is true for the ReliefF feature selector, as well). Additionally, we can note that our feature removal procedure can be used to significantly optimize the accuracy of the kNN classifier, compared to the accuracy of the decision tree and random forest classifier. Having seen that the combination of ReliefF feature selector and kNN classifier achieved the highest score, we can conclude that our analysis shows that these two algorithms among the others compared are the most suitable choice for the usage in environments where similar feature selection procedures are performed.
Conclusion
In this paper we presented an empirical comparison of five selection methods including random forest feature selector which has not been much empirically evaluated in the literature till now. The other compared feature selection approaches were: ReliefF, sequential forward selection, sequential backward selection, and Gini index.
Our testing evaluation on 20 domains involved measuring of how the usage of the feature selection methods can benefit classification accuracy of six different classifier models (decision tree, random forest, SVM, kNN, Naive Bayes, and neural network). In the testing scenario, feature selection methods were used to iteratively evaluate the quality of the features and in each step, remove the feature with the lowest quality estimate. As a result, the best achieved classification accuracy among all iterations was recorded, along with the number of the remaining features. We afterwards evaluated the achieved classifiers' performances using independent test data and ranked the feature selection methods in the order of how they enabled the classifiers to achieve better accuracy by removing the right features that hinder their performance.
The testing results have shown that ReliefF and random forest performed best in terms of the highest percentage of testing domains with significant increase of classification accuracy. Among the classifiers, kNN and neural network have also shown to perform best in our evaluation procedure by achieving the most frequent significant improvements in the classification accuracy on the testing domains. The above feature selection methods and the classifiers mostly achieved their highest accuracies in the iterations in which the lowest number of features remained in the domain (compared to other feature selection methods and classifiers). This conclusion speaks in favor especially of the random forest performance, using which we successfully managed to remove more features of the worse quality and therewith improve the accuracy of the testing classifiers.
The statistical comparison of the feature selectors and classifiers has revealed that the random forest feature selector and ReliefF have significantly better performance over Gini index and that the kNN classifier performed significantly better than decision tree and random forest classifier. Additionally, the combination of ReliefF feature selector and kNN classifier achieved the highest score, appearing to be the most suitable choice for the usage in environments where similar feature selection procedures are performed.
To conclude, our empirical evaluation has provided the indication about the appropriateness of the tested feature selection methods for optimization of the classifiers' accuracies. When faced with such a task in the real-world applications of supervised learning, the achieved results may ease the decision which feature selection method and classifier to use to implement the prediction task. The potentially achieved improvement in classification accuracy could be of a significance especially to the users of mission critical predictive applications (e.g. medicine, business decisions, control applications), not to mention reducing the costs of collecting, processing and storing features which do not benefit to the learning process. Our further work in this area mostly includes: -extending the current evaluation to more feature selection methods and classifiers, -implementation of the feature selection set optimization procedure on the real-world domain where classification accuracy is of a critical importance (e.g. medical prognostics domain).
